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Pre-Charged 1800 mAh Charge for iOS/Android USB or USB 
C with Biodegradable Shell

EMERGENCY: Pre-charged in water resistant packaging with no 
cords or power supply access needed. Brings a phone completely 
drained of power to a functioning power level in a few minutes* 
wherever you are.
POWERFUL: Comes fully charged with a capacity of 1800mAh which 
is a perfect fit for emergency charging and, with a full, 
continuous charger discharge, will provide a charge of up to 50% 
battery strength in approximately 2 hours.*
COMPACT/LIGHT: Measures only 2.56” x 2.16” and .39” thick and 
weighs only 1.75 oz. , making it easy to bring with you anywhere in 
your pocket.
RECYCLABLE: In a biodegradable shell, so when you are finished us-
ing your portable battery pack, you can take it to a local lithium-ion 
battery recycling receptacle and dispose of it there.

*********
iPHONE & ANDROID COMPATIBLE: This ready to go charger is com-
patible with any iPhone 5 or newer, any Android including but not 
limited to Samsung Galaxy, LG, Nexus, Motorola.

PAW #195734 IOS Lighting/Micro USB DISPLAY ORDER  _____

 Counter Display of 12 pc
    each $3.98 display $47.72
ANDROID COMPATIBLE: This ready to go charger is compatible with 
any iPhone 5 or newer, any Android including but not limited to 
Samsung Galaxy, LG, Nexus, Motorola.

PAW #195735 USB C   DISPLAY ORDER  _____
 Counter Display of 12 pc
    each $3.98 display $47.72

PAWAMINI Disposable Pre-Charged 
Mobile Phone Chargers
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